
 

Y151 Olga Customs 16 Sets ((EXCLUSIVE))

we'll see if it can fill the hole where m033 was. this is set68. she was gorgeous back in the day!anonymous15/10/11(sun)16:29file:- ( 201.36kb, 1600x1200, pb101200435.jpg)here's set78and the final set, set76.
she's a cutie, don't you think?anonymous15/10/11(sun)18:23file:- ( 267.69kb, 1600x1200, pb10120078.jpg)here's set79. another great looking katya picanonymous15/10/11(sun)18:42file:- ( 239.72kb,

1600x1200, pb101200876.jpg)here's set80. i'm sure i have more. i'm waiting for the next set. again, she's a great looker.here's set81. set 82 is nologo. i don't have it. i've got about a dozen of her, but not
set82.there's another pic of her from set82.anonymous15/10/11(sun)19:07file:- ( 210.06kb, 1200x1600, pb10120081.jpg)we'll see if i can find set83. i'm about to give up. she's a beautiful woman. i don't have it
yet.anonymous15/10/11(sun)19:08file:- ( 449.91kb, 1600x1200, pb10120083.jpg)set84. here are a couple more. i'm going to try and get them posted. i haven't found them yet.they're definitely katya's, but i'm
not positive about them. i think i have at least 1 more set, so it'll be another set85. here's a couple from set 84.anonymous15/10/11(sun)19:10file:- ( 353.44kb, 1600x1200, pb10120084.jpg)here are two more

from set84. there are a few more sets like this. i think i have enough. i have about half of the next set. i'll see if i can find the rest.most of these are from katya's customs, and some are from her solo sets.there's
still no katya m033. i'm looking for it. i have a couple of her vids that are too long to share. i'll try to get them put up this evening.what would it take for someone to have a katya vid posted in the vlad thread?

i'm going to be posting a bunch of the katya vids i have right away. i have a lot of vids, but they're all y01-y06, for the most part.anonymous15/10/11(sun)19:20file:- ( 539.15kb, 1600x1200,
pb10120085.jpg)here's set86. there's a bunch more that i have that aren't in the folder. i'll get them posted. i'm going to try to get the last 2 sets posted, and then will be through with katya pics.thanks for the
comments. i appreciate the feedback. anonymous15/10/11(sun)19:27file:- ( 461.37kb, 1600x1200, pb10120086.jpg)here are 2 more from set86. i've got about 50 more sets. it'll take me a while to get them all

posted. i've been trying to get them posted in the last few days. i have a couple of vids that are too long to share.
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Haven't posted yet. I need to go do that ASAP. I'll be back soon.Katya y061 did a 7set series called
"Mystery Ladies" which included the really long set52 in both print and video. Its really impressive. In
video form its 23 mins.Katya also did 24 sets but those are all rather rare and would be appreciated.

Y'all should find them in Requests though, and email me the pic #.(adsbygoogle =
window.adsbygoogle []).push({});(adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle []).push({}); Did 100+ sets
for Vlad, but I'm missing probably 20. I haven't found them yet (they're not in Requests, although
there are a few there), but hopefully I'll find them. If you have any y050 or y045 pics please email

me so I can include them in the list. The last missing set is y079 (a custom) and it would be great to
see if there's more behind it. Consider set 483 to be y079. Just saying it was missing makes it a

custom. Its really hard for me to figure out these details, so if you notice any contradictions, please
point them out.NoLogo50 sets, 1 custom+4 custom. I wonder if others might be missing sets? Set9
for example, has 10 pics, one of which is shared. Set5 for example, has 17 pics, most of which are

shared. Set48 also has 13 pics (1 shared), except one that says "To Yesenia" but the pic is of Yesenia
in 19. Oh well I hope I don't have to go through this process for the dozens I've already posted. It

would be great if I didn't have to repost them all. I remember seeing a few forums for these sets, and
its just impossible to follow threads where threads are broken up into tens or hundreds of items. If it

wasn't for the condition of the sets, I'd never find them. So I think I'll give it
upAnonymous15/10/12(Mon)14:57File:- ( 157.62KB, 1600x1200, p3100049.jpg)Set7 (not series) It

has 21 pics. The photos list says that this set had 16 pics, but the condition of the set suggests that
there are 3 more, and that the photo list is out of date. 5ec8ef588b
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